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EXTENSION OF CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS ON
TOPOLOGICAL SEMIGROUPS

PAUL MILNES

Examples show that functions of various kinds on sub-
semigroups of topological semigroups do not always extend to
functions of the same kind on the containing semigroup. We
show here that, if 5 is a dense subsemίgroup with identity of a
topological group G, then there is a fairly large subspace of C(S)
whose members always extend at least to members of C(G). As
important applications of this theorem, we prove in this setting
that the weakly almost periodic functions on S extend to
functions weakly almost periodic on G and, in a somewhat more
restricted setting, that the weakly almost periodic functions on S
are uniformly continuous. These results broaden the scope of
answers we gave recently to some questions posed by R.
Burckel. We also prove variants of some recent results of A. T.
Lau and of S. J. Wiley, results concerning the extension of
functions and the existence of invariant means on dense sub-
semigroups of topological groups.

1. Introduction. Suppose S is a subsemigroup of a topologi-
cal semigroup T. It follows directly from the definitions that the
restriction to 5 of a function continuous (left uniformly continuous)
[weakly almost periodic] {almost periodic} on T is continuous (left
uniformly continuous) [weakly almost periodic] {almost periodic} on
S. However, examples show that the converse is not true in general: a
function of a specified kind on 5 does not always extend to a function of
the same kind on T. In this paper we show that, if S is a dense
subsemigroup with identity of a topological group G, then there is a
subspace of C(S) whose members always extend at least to members of
C(G). This subspace is fairly large — it always contains the left
uniformly continuous functions — and was first introduced by T.
Mitchell in his study [14] of the connection between fixed point
properties that a topological semigroup S might conceivably possess
and the existence of different kinds of invariant means on subspaces of
C(S).

As applications of the extension theorem, which is itself a variant
of a theorem of A. T. Lau [11], we prove variants of some recent results
of S. J. Wiley [17]. More important applications are proofs that, if 5 is a
dense subsemigroup with identity of a topological group G, then every
weakly almost periodic function on S extends to a function weakly
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almost periodic on G, and that the weakly almost periodic functions on a
dense subsemigroup with identity of any member of a broad class of
topological groups are uniformly continuous. As well, we use our
results to prove a variant of some results of Lau [11] concerning the
existence of invariant means on dense subsemigroups of topologiclal
groups.

The setting of some of the results proved in this paper is more
general than that stipulated above.

2. Preliminaries. Let 5 be a topological semigroup, that is,
5 is a semigroup and a Hausdorff topological space, and the semigroup
multiplication (s, ί)-> st from the product topological space 5 x S into
S is continuous. We let C(S) be the C*-algebra of bounded continu-
ous complex-valued functions on S and denote by ||/|| the supremum
norm of / E C(S). Let βS be the spectrum of C(S), which is just the
Stone-Cech compactification of S if S is completely regular. There is
a canonical continuous map e from S into βS:e(s)f =
/ ( i ) V / ε C ( S ) . Putting <KS) = {e(s) |sGS}, we let σ(C(5), e(S))
denote the topology on C(S) of pointwise convergence on 5. If
/ G C(S) and s E 5, the left (right) translate fs(fs) of / by s is defined by
fs(t) = f(st)(f5(t) = f(ts))VteS. A subspace XCC(S) is called
translation invariant if fs, f

s E X V / E X and V s E 5.

DEFINITION. The left m -introverted subspace of C(S) is defined to
be {/G C(S) I the function s-> x(fs) is a member of C(S) for each
JC G βS}. We call this subspace LMC(S).

The subspace LMC(S) was introduced by Mitchell [14] and the
notation is his. It follows immediately from definitions that LMC(S) is
a translation invariant C*-subalgebra of C(S), that, if 5i is a subsemi-
group of a topological semigroup 5, then the restriction to S, of
members of LMC(S) are in LMC(5,) (i.e., LMC(S)\Sι CLMC(5,)), and
that H ^ * ( L M C ( Γ ) ) C L M C ( S ) whenever S and T are topological semig-
roups and w is a continuous homomorphism of 5 into Γ. We proved in
[12] that LMC(S) can be characterized as LMC(S) =
{/G C(S)\{fs \s G 5} is relatively σ(C(S), e(S))-compact}.

Let μS denote the spectrum of LMC(S) and let m be the canonical
continuous map from S into μS. In [12] we showed that multiplication
can be canonically defined in μS so that μS becomes a compact
semigroup for which the map x —» xy from μS into μS is continuous
V y G μ(S) and the map x —• yx is continuous at least for y Gm(S) =
{m (s) j s G 5}, though usually not for every y G 5. We also proved that
μS with this multiplication has a universal mapping property: if v is a
continuous homomorphism from 5 onto a dense subset of a compact
semigroup T in which the maps x-^v(s)x, s E S, and x -* jcy, y E Γ, are
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all continuous from T into Γ, then 3 a unique continuous homomorph-
ism w from μS onto T such that (w(m)(s)) = v(s)\/ s E S.

The left uniformly continuous subspace LUC(S) of C(S) consists
of those members / of C(S) for which ||/4β - fs \\-> 0 whenever sa -> s all
in 5. The right uniformly continuous subspace RUC(S) is defined
analogously using right translates and the uniformly continuous sub-
space UC(S) equals LUC(S)Π RUC(S). The inclusions LUC(S)C
LMC(S)CC(S) follow directly from the definitions, all three spaces
coinciding if S is discrete or compact.

Two more subspaces of C(S) will be needed later, the weakly
almost periodic subspace WAP(S) and the almost periodic subspace
AP(S). By definition WAP(S) = {/ G C(S)\{fs\s<ES} is weakly rela-
tively compact in C(S)} and AP(S) = {/ G C(S)\{fs \s G 5} is relatively
compact in C(S)}. AP(S)CLUC(S) and AP(S)C WAP(S) C
LMC(S) in general, all four spaces being equal to C(S) if 5 is
compact. Also, WAP(S)(AP(S)) is a translation invariant C*-
subalgebra of C(S) in whose spectrum ωS(aS) multiplication can be
defined in a canonical way so that ωS(aS) becomes a compact
semigroup with separately continuous multiplication (a compact to-
pological semigroup) with the following universal mapping property [15;
(6.2) Theorem]: if w{a) is the canonical continuous map of S into
ωS(aS) and υ is a continuous homomorphism of S onto a dense subset
of a compact semigroup with separately continuous multiplication (of a
compact topological semigroup) T, then there is a unique continuous
homomorphism u of ωS(aS) onto T such that u(w(s)) = v(s)
(u(a(s)) = v(s))\f s £ S . General references for matters concerning
WAP(S) and AP(S) are [1, 3].

3. The extension theorem. We now prove the extension
theorem mentioned in the introduction; this theorem, which is a variant
of a theorem of Lau [11; Theorem 2.3], was proved in a less general
setting, that of dense subgroups of topological groups, in [12]. The
proof here is adapted from that in [12] and is given for completeness.

THEOREM 1. Let S be a dense subsemigroup with identity of a
topological semigroup G that is algebraically a group. (We do not
assume G has continuous inversion.) Then every f G LMC(S) extends
to a function in C(G)y i.e., C(G)\S 3 LMC(S).

Proof We produce a contradiction from the assumption that
3 s EG and nets {sα} and {tβ} in 5 such that \imasa = s = limβtβ and
a =limaf(sa)^limβf(tβ) = b. Without loss, we may assume that
limα e (sa) = x G βS thus x (/) = a. Since 5 is dense in G, there is a net
{rγ} C S such that limγ ry = s~ιEG. Now consider the values of / along
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the "triple net" {tβrysa}. Since / e LMC(S), the function 5 ->JC(/S) is
continuous on S and, since tβrΎ —> e, the identity of G and of 5, by
continuity of multiplication, x(ftβrΎ) should approach x(fe) = x(f) = a.
But x(ftβry) = limαf(tβrγsa) is close to f(tβ) for all large enough γ since
/ E C(S) and rΎsa —> e. This implies that x(ftβry)^>\imβf(tβ) = b^ a as
ίβrγ -» e, the desired contradiction.

The following examples, both due to T. Mitchell, show what can
happen if S is not required to be dense in G, or if G is not required to be
a group.

EXAMPLE 1 [6; p. 257]. Consider the open semi-infinite interval
(0,oo), a subsemigroup of the usual additive real numbers R. The
function t —• sin (I/O defined on (0,°o) is left uniformly continuous there
and hence is in LMC((0,o°)), but has no continuous extension to the
group JR (or, for that matter, to the subsemigroup [0,») of R in which
(0,°o) is dense).

EXAMPLE 2 [14]. Let So = S U {0} be the one-point compactifica-
tion of the free semigroup S on two generators, with multiplication
extended from S t o S 0 b y 0 5 = 5 0 = 0 0 = 0 V 5 e 5 . Then So is a
compact topological semigroup, S is dense in 5 0 and LMC(S) = C(S),
but the only functions in C(S) that extend to functions in C(S0) are
those that have a limit at infinity.

Recently Wiley [17] proved the following results:
(i) If 5 is an abelian subsemigroup of a compact topological group

G, then every fGLUC(S) extends to a member of LUC(G), i.e.,
LUC(G)\S=LUC(S).

(ii) If 5 is an abelian subsemigroup of a topological group G and 5
has compact closure, then again LUC(G)\S = LUC(S). These results
are proved using the theorem that a compact cancellation semigroup is a
group [8; Theorem 9.16] and a theorem of Katetov [10] which asserts
that every bounded function that is uniformly continuous on a subspace
of a uniform space extends to a bounded function uniformly continuous
on the containing space. With Wiley's methods and the fact that

C{G) = LMC(G) = LUC(G) = WAP(G) = AP(G)

for compact groups G, we can get the following corollaries to Theorem
1. We note as well that the equality LUC(S) = AP(S) holds in Wiley's
setting.

COROLLARY 2. // 5 is a subsemigroup with identity of a compact
topological group G, then every f ELMC(S) extends to a function in
LMC(G), i.e., LMC(G)\S = LMC(S). Hence LMC(S) = AP(S).
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COROLLARY 3. If S is a dense subsemigroup with identity of a
topological group G and S has compact closure in G, then LUC(G)\S =
LMC(S).

One is prompted to ask: In the settings under consideration, does it
ever happen that AP(G)\S = AP(S) or, if this fails, at least
WAP(G)\s D AP(S)Ί

It is clear that AP(G)\S = AP(S) in the settings where G is
compact. And in [13] it is shown that, if H is any subgroup containing
more than two elements of the group G of finite permutations of the
natural numbers, then AP(G)\H?$ AP(H). However, for noncompact
G positive results are available in some settings. These results are
consequences of Theorem 1 above, Wiley's result, some theorems of
Berglund [2; Proposition 4 and Corollary 11] and Theorem 2 of [13],
which asserts that each function weakly almost periodic on an open
subgroup of a locally compact group extends to a function weakly
almost periodic on the containing group.

THEOREM 4. // S is a subsemigroup with identity of a locally
compact abelian group G and the closure of S in G is a group, then every
fEAP(S) extends to a member of AP(G), i.e., AP(G)\S =
AP(S). The conclusion still holds if S does not contain the identiy and
the closure of S is required to be merely compact.

THEOREM 5. If S is a subsemigroup with identity of a locally
compact group G and the closure of S in G is an open subgroup of G,
then every fEWAP(S) extends to a member of WAP(G), i.e.,
WAP(G)\S = WAP(S).

REMARK. In [12] an example is given which shows that the
conclusion of Theorem 4 (Theorem 5) can fail if G is not required to be
abelian (if the closure of S is not required to be open). See the remark
following Theorem 7 ahead.

The next theorem, which we need in section 4, is a sharpening of
Theorem 2 of Rao [16] which deals with topological groups complete in
an invariant metric. The proof is an adaptation of Rao's proof.

THEOREM 6. Let G be algebraically a group and topologically a
complete metric space. Suppose the maps s —> st and s -+ts from G
onto G are continuous for all t G G\ Then LUC(G) = LMC(G).

1 It has been pointed out to us that the hypotheses here imply that G is a topological
semigroup. (See Theorem 1 in D. Montgomery's, Continuity in topological groups, Bull. Amer.
Math. Soc, 42 (1936), 879-882.)
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Proof. We assume G is not discrete and must prove LMC(G) C
LUC(G). Suppose / G C(G), ffέ LUC{G). We show ffέ LMC(G).

If / £ Ll/C(G), 3 € >0 , s' G G and sequences {^}, {t!JcG such
that s'ή^s' and I / K O - / ( * Ό | ^ eVn. We write ίn = *'„* '„, sn = *'*'„
and note that tns ' ^ e a s n ^ o o . By taking subsequences if necessary
and forming a linear combination of / and the constant function 1, we
may assume limn/(s») = 1, limπ/(ίπ) = 0. Consider now the sequence
{/*-} of right translates of /. At least one of the following two situations
must arise.

1. 3 a sequence {rk}CG, rk-*e, and a subsequence {/im} of {/'"}
satisfying fSm(rk)^>pk as m-»α> with | p * | ^ i for each k. If x is a
cluster point in βG of {e(sm)l then | x ( / J | = limm |/M*i)| = IP* I = i v*»
while x(fe) = x (/) = limm/(sm) = 1. Since rk -> e, this implies
f£LMC(G).

2. If d denotes the metric in G, there is a ball D(e, δ) =
{r G G I d(e, r) < δ} with δ > 0 and a subsequence {f *} of {/SΛ} such that
|/s- (r) I ^ i for only finitely many m for each r G D(e, δ). We let y be a
cluster point in βG of {e(tm)}9 hence y(/) = 0, and find a sequence
K K = 1 C G such that υk-*e and |y(/ ϋ f c ) |^i This will imply
ffέ LMC(G).

For a fixed /c, we find vk as follows. Choose ^ G G such that
wk^ e and d{wkj e) < 2~% let Dk = D(wk, d(wΛ, e)/2) (closure in G), and
let E m = { r e A | | Λ ( r ) | δ » . Since D fcCD(e,δ), A =
U i ^i(Π m > ί E m ). The Baire category theorem [4; p. 20] applied to Dk

asserts that 3 ί0 such that Πm>ioEm has nonvoid interior in Dk,E°,
say. Thus 3 vk GE° and bk > 0 such that D(ϋfc, bk)CE°. Explicity,
V r G D(ϋik, fek) and V m > i0, |/

S f n(r)| S i If we now observe that, for a
given e >0, |y(fVk) - e{tm)fVk\ < e for infinitely many m, that υktms~J-^υk

as m -^oo and hence that \e(tm)fVk\ = |/Sm(υkίmSmΊ ^IV large m, we see
that I y C/βfc) I = έ and we are done.

REMARKS, (i) Mitchell [14] proved that LMC(G) = LUC(G) for
locally compact topological groups G.

(ii) One might consider a variant of Theorem 2 with "complete
metric" replaced by "locally compact". A powerful theorem of Ellis
[5] could then be applied which asserts that the group G is a topological
group and reduces this case to that dealt with by Mitchell.

(iii) In [12] we gave examples of semigroups S for which LMC(S)
is not equal to LUC(S); however, these are not topological semigroups,
the multiplication being only continuous in each variable separately.

The preceding theorems, examples and remarks lead one to the
Questions. Is there a topological group G for which
LMC(G) / LUC(G)Ί Or is there a subsemigroup S of a topological
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group for which LMC(S) / LUC{S)Ί With S and G as in Theorem 1,
can it happen that LMC(G)\sέLMC(S)?

4. Applications to weakly almost periodic
functions. The following results are proved in R. BurckeΓs monograph
[3; pp. 42, 44]:

(a) If G is a locally compact topological group, then every
function in WAP(G) is uniformly continuous.

(b) Let G be a commutative topological group, 5 a dense
subgroup. Then WAP(S) = WAP(G) \s.

Burckel asked [3; p. 81] if the local compactness hypothesis is
necessary in (a) and if the commutativity hypothesis is necessary in
(b). Among the results proved in [12] were answers to these
questions. In Theorems 7 and 8 we now widen the scope of these
answers. We believe Theorem 8 presents the first broad class of
semigroups that are not discrete and not groups and for which it is
known that the weakly almost periodic functions are uniformly
continuous.

THEOREM 7. If S is a dense subsemigroup with identity of a
topological semigroup G that is algebraically a group, then every
function in WAP(S)(AP(S)) extends to a function in WAP(G)
{AP{G)\ i.e., WAP(G)\S = WAP(S)(AP(G)\S = AP(S)).

REMARK. In [12] we gave an example to show how badly the
conclusion of Theorem 3 can fail if 5 is not required to be dense in
G. For the example, G is the affine group of the line (the "ax + b
group"), a locally compact topological group, and S is the closed normal
abelian subgroup of G that is isomorphic to the additive reals. It was
shown that any extension to G of a nontrivial character on S cannot be
uniformly continuous and hence is not weakly almost periodic2.

THEOREM 8. Let S be a dense subsemigroup with identity of a
semigroup G that is a locally compact topological group or that is a
topological semigroup which is algebraically a group and topologically a
complete metric space. Then each function in WAP(S) is uniformly
continuous.

Proof of Theorem 7. We carry out the proof for WAP(S). The
proof for AP(S) is similar.

2 C. Chou, in Weakly almost periodic functions with zero mean, Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. 80
(1974), 297-299, has announced an example where this behaviour occurs and G/S is compact.
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Since WAP(S) CLMC(S), we know that each fE WΛP(S) ex-
tends to a function in C(G). The proof can be completed by referring
to a theorem of Berglund [2; Proposition 4] or by using the universal
mapping property of the spectrum of WAP(G) that was mentioned at
the end of §2. We follow the latter course. By Theorem 1, WAP(S)
is (canonically isomorphic to) a C*-subalgebra of C(G). Hence, if e is
the canonical continuous map of G into βG and, V 5 E G , D ( S ) is the
restriction of e(s) to WAP(S), the map s-+υ(s) is a continuous
homomorphism of G onto a dense subset of ωS. It follows from the
universal mapping property of ωG that v factors canonically through
ωG: there is a continuous homomorphism of ωG onto ωS mapping the
canonical image of s in ωG onto v(s)EωSV s EG. This implies that
WAP(S) is (canonically isomorphic to) a C*-subalgebra of
WAP(G). The proof is complete.

Proof of Theorem 8. The hypotheses ensure that LMC(G) =
LUC{G) (Theorem 6 and Remark (i) following) and that each function
in WAP(S) extends to a function in WAP(G) (Theorem 7). Since
WAP(G)CLUC(G) and the restriction to S of a function uniformly
continuous on G is uniformly continuous, we are done.

5. Another application. For S a dense subsemigroup of a
topological group G, Lau [11] proved that:

(i) If C(G) has a left invariant mean (LIM), then UC(S) has a
LIM.

(ii) If LUC(G) has a LIM and S has the finite intersection
property for right ideals, then UC(S) has a LIM.

(iii) If S has the finite intersection property for right ideals and the
finite intersection property for left ideals, and UC(G) has a LIM, then
UC(S) has a LIM.

The next theorem, an easy consequence of Theorem 1, is a variant
of these results of Lau, which were also proved by extension of
functions, and almost, but not quite, subsumes the result (i). We omit
the proof.

THEOREM 9. // S is a dense subsemigroup with identity of a
topological semigroup G that is algebraically a group, and ifC(G) has a
LIM, then LMC(S) has a LIM. Hence, if S is a dense subsemigroup
with identity of a compact group, LMC(S) has a (unique) LIM.

An As example to which our Theorem 9 applies and to which
Lau's (ii) and (iii) above do not apply is as follows.

EXAMPLE. AS is well known, the 3-dimensional rotation group G
contains a free group Go on two generators. Let a,b EG generate Go
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and let 5 be the topological subsemigroup of G generated by a,b and
the identity. Then aS and bS are right ideals of 5 aSΠbS =
0. Since aS Π bS = 0. Since the closure of S in G is a compact
group [8; Theorem 9.16] it follows from our results that LMC(S) admits
a (unique) LIM.

Example 2 following Theorem 1 shows that conclusion conslusion
of Theorem 9 can fail to hold if G is not required to be a group. C(S0)
there has a LIM, namely evaluation at 0, while C(S) does not have a
LIM.

To show that the conclusion of Theorem 9 can fail if S is not
required to be dense in G, we have an example of quite a different kind,
one for which G is discrete, and hence, the reason for the failure of the
theorem is not that C(G)\S does not contain much of C(5). A
"generic" example of this type was given by Hochster [9].

EXAMPLE. Let G be the affine group of the line, which can be
represented as G = {(α, b) | α, b G R, a > 0} with (α, b)
(x, y) = (ax, ay + b). We (α, &)(*, y) = (ax, ay + b). We show that G
contains a free semigroup on two generators. Let c be a real number
and consider the subsemigroup 5 generated by A = (c, 0), 2? = (1, 1) and
the identity e = (1, 0). Any member CV e of S can be written in the
form

where mu w2, , mh n2, n3, , n, ̂  1, nu πl+i ̂  0. Putting ΣjLi n, = N*,
Λ = 1,2, , i + 1, we see that C = (c N | + I , ΣjUi m*cN*). If we choose c
transcendental, then the correspondence given by * between members
of S \ { e } and finite sequences of integers (nu mu n2, m2, , nh m,, ni+1)
with mi ,m 2 , * β β,mι, n 2 ,n 3 , * * a,Π{ ̂  l ,n i , r i i+ i£=0 ι s one-to-one, i.e.,

S\{e} is free. 5 is not discretely contained in G in that 3 sequences
{An},{Bn}CS such that AHB~ι-*(l, 0) and Bn

ιAn-*(l, 0) in the metric
topology. So we consider G as a discrete group. As such, C(G) =
Lt/C(G)= UC(G) has a LIM, since G is a semidirect product of
abelian groups [7; Theorems 1.2.1 and 2.3.3], while C(S) = LUC(S) =
UC(S) does not.
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